RENDICIÓN DE CUENTAS / ACCOUNTABILITY
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ADAPTABILITY AND LEARNING
ADAPTABILIDAD Y Aprendizaje
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In your daily life, who do you talk to most?

Who can change your mind?

Where is your funding coming from?

How do you feel when something is not working?

Who makes the funding decisions?
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Programa Poder Migrante (2012)

2019
Estudio
Situación mujeres migrantes
MCAT

Evaluación externa programe

Proceso participativo
Escucha activa
Autoctonía

Equipo
Perfiles culturales
Publicación estudio

Revisión interna: identidad
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Task: Build Just & Fair Societies

Mission:
- Protect our partners
- Reflect on where does our funding come from?
- Listening: Get feedback about our work.

Transparency:

Challenges:
- Toxic relationships in orgs.
- Accountability can be difficult.

Funding:
- LGBT Brasil
- Refugees
- Many others
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Grantees feedback survey is a very interesting tool. Also survey those who did not get the funding.
This is a journey from a long term question to the whole structure and way of working. Principles project Workshop 4. Illustrated by Marina Roa from SenseTribe.
Where are human rights funders investing their money?

WHERE MONEY IS INVESTED IS A BIG CONVERSATION
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How to make processes more transparent?

Idea: Distribute power

Engage different actors in decision making or processes
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WHERE DOES YOUR FUNDING COME FROM?

WHO DO YOU TALK TO?

WHO CAN CHANGE YOUR MIND?
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IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO CREATE A SPACE TO LEARN AND ADAPT
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IDEA

How to improve transparency?

To add on the website your

Strategic plan
Funders can learn so much from partners and their visions.
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